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1 - Blitz the cat

Blitz The Cat

Description: Green eyes

Black fur, white of fur on his patch

Long ears.

Has speed, stealth, is flexible, fast reflexes, always lands on his feet, able to adjust his ears to have
super hearing or can turn off his hearing, is able to cause bad luck to objects, people, and some times
himself. (bad luck as in causing objects to shutdown, run out of energy, broken bones, earthquakes
(other weather), causing things to fall ect)

Brother/sister: none

Gothic: freak/anger/laid back

Age: 17

Hero: fights demons

Girlfriend: Storm

B-day: October 13 Friday

Demon form (super form): yes (more info on this later)

Other facts

Can swim



2 - tech the hedgehog

Tech the hedgehog

Purple eyes purple skin/quills

Tech has great intelligence, since he works for a life of crime.
If you need to get blueprints, passwords, ect. This can be done by hacking, which tech has mastered.
Can hack into anything in less that 2 minutes. He also is very good at thinking up of plans.

Brother/sister: None
Gothic: technocrat
Age: 18
Birthday: June 26
Half and half: he�s evil cause he steals from military bases. He�s hero cause he also steals from other
crime originations.

Think he�s normal? Well&..YOU�RE WRONG! For some reason he thinks spoons are alive and talk to
him. And the scary thing is&the spoons are always right! And they�re having a war against knifes and
forks!

Wonder what he does when he�s bored? He sings!

I wonder why the wonderfalls by Andy Partridge (you can hear the song on the tv show wonderfalls it�s
off the air but you can probably find it on youtube or if you go into a bar (or sneak in) they�ll probably be
singing it)

We�re bobbing along in our barrel
Some of us tip right over the edge
But there�s one thing really mystifying
It�s got me laughing now it�s got me crying
All my life I�ll be death defying
Till I know&.

I wonder wonder why the wonderfalls



I wonder why the wonderfalls on me
I wonder wonder why the wonderfalls
With everything I touch and hear and see

We teeter along on our tightrope
Some of us trip and damage our head
Popping pills is really stupidifying
Gets you crawling when you could be flying
All my life I guess I�ll be dying
Just to know&

I wonder wonder why the wonderfalls
I wonder why the wonderfalls on me
I wonder wonder why the wonderfalls
With everything I touch and hear and see

If you wanna hear the rest look it up on google or something



3 - Ty The Raccoon

Ty The Raccoon Profile By Ashley

Brown eyes, Grey Fur and a black mask and rings on his big bushy tail and some what big ears.

Has lightning quick speed, strength, intelligence, lightning reflexes, strength, and good aim, balance and
defense.

Brother/sister- Unknown

Goth- Serious

Age- 19

Gender- Male

Neither- he�s on neither good of evil�s side he�s only in it for the valuables any of them might have.
Which he always backstabbing others to get to what he wants. The only time he�ll actually be truth full is
when the earth and everything in it will be destroyed. Other than that he�s happy being a backstabbing
greedy thief.
He�s also a very good liar, so he can tell when people are lying

Weapons- He uses a Gun and a Hooked cane to grab on to hooks, wires, attacking people, pick-pocket,
ect. And if spinned fast enough it can block gun fire so he also uses it as a shield kinda.

Ears- He�s Ears are some what bigger than other raccoon�s ears. Which he uses them to spy in on
conversations, to hear when someone is following him, and to crack safes.

Legs- He can reach speeds up to 75- 80 miles per hour and they can be used to jump on to buildings,
trees, ect.

Intelligence- He makes very complicated plans to steal or sneak into or out of any building, alleyway,
sewer, planes, trains, boat, war ship, space ship, castle, prison, jail, or fortress.



He also has a photographic memory so he knows every password, passage way, computer passwords,
or languages.

He can also figure out how to use different weapons, computers, alien technology, ect.
He also knows how to hack it takes him about 9 minutes but he gets the job done.

Rock star, opera house guard, police, gang members let�s call him the ultimate identity thief! He can put
on any disguise and walk, talk, and act completely like that person!

Eyes- Ty stole a device that would make his eyes see in black and white, heat, Black light, able to see
secretly lasers, night vision, and able to zoom in and out (like binoculars), and a photographic memory.

Strength- He�s strength lets him run fast, jump high, climb up ropes, trees, telephone poles, ect.

He�s not that strong he�s easily can be thrown around by people who are stronger and bigger than him.

Balance- He can walk on telephone wires! How�s that for balance.

Defense- Ty can dodge anything that comes at him! You really just have to catch him off guard. Which is
hard to do because of him hearing you coming.

B-Day- April 7 (the same as my boyfriends and my best friend!)

Secret-crush- I ain�t telling&

He�s current location is inside of Big Ben in England. So if you look hard enough maybe you can find his
stash of valuables!



4 - Shade The Bat

Shade The Bat Profile

Purple eyes, black fur and wings, has the power of flight, great flight speed, stealth, can walk up-side
down, defense.

Gothic: serious, mature, and sarcastic
Bother/sister: Venom
Age: 17
Sex: male
Hero: he�s a vampire in the good generation.
Girlfriend: Jynx
B-Day: February 23

Generation explanation

% = evil #= half-good half evil *= good - = time

%--------------------#-------------------------*

gets to be more good as time goes on then it resets to evil.

Can sleep upside down.



Has a demon transformation.

Nocturnal

Uses sarcasm a lot
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